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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are performing the Split IB LPNs RF transaction and seeing
an error message: Shipment Verification status mismatch.
Which three are valid? (Choose three.)
A. If the to-IBLPN is received via the Recv Shipment RF
transaction, the from-IBLPN might be from the Create RF
transaction.
B. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against
the same ASN.
C. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter
required-validations is set up as No Validation.
D. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against

two different ASNs respectively.
E. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter
split-uom is left bank.
Answer: B,C,E
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
When adding a new recipient to the Approvals list for the
seeded Negotiation Flow with Approvals, which two statements
are true? (Choose two.)
A. Open the seeded workflow and add the new name there.
B. Select setup&gt;Transaction types, query the appropriate
transaction type and then click the Approvals button. Finally
the user should add the recipient to the list of Approvers for
the appropriate list name.
C. The seeded workflow list of approvers cannot be modified.
D. Modify the seeded approvals list to create a new workflow.
E. Select setup&gt;Transaction types &gt; Approvals and add the
recipient to the list of approvers to the appropriate list
name.
Answer: B,E
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